Harry Potter Read-Alikes for Adult Readers

JONATHAN STRANGE AND MR. NORRELL by Susanna Clarke
F CLA, CD AUDIOBOOK
When England is in danger from Napoleon Bonaparte, it looks to magician Mr. Norrell and his student Jonathan Strange for assistance.

THE WIZARD OF LONDON by Mercedes Lackey
SF LAC
The Harton School for Boys and Girls teaches pupils with special abilities, such as clairvoyance and telepathy. When two students at the school are targets of dark magic, Harton’s headmistress appeals for help from Lord Alderscroft, the wizard of London.

MAGIC OF RECLUCE by L. E. Modesitt, Jr.
SF MOD, HOOPLA AUDIOBOOK
Because Lerris cannot accept the rules of Recluce he is sent to a special school for dangergelders and then exiled to Candor, a land of chaos and powerful wizards.
Another recommended title in this series: The White Order

A SCHOOL FOR SORCERY by E. Rose Sabin
SF SAB
Tria Tesserell arrives at the Leslie Simonton School for the Magically Gifted to find that the school is in disrepair, the food is distasteful, and her roommate is hostile and dangerous.
Also by this author: This Perilous Power

POISON STUDY by Maria Snyder
SF SNY
Yelena, a young girl with magical talent, must study poison in order to survive when she becomes the food taster for the ruler of Ixia.
Yelena’s story continues in Magic Study

A COLLEGE OF MAGICS by Caroline Stevermer
SF STE
Farris Nallaneen goes to college to study magic. After graduating she becomes involved in an adventure where her newly acquired magical abilities are needed to save the world from destruction.
Also by this author: A Scholar of Magics

MAIRELON THE MAGICIAN by Patricia C. Wrede
SF WRE
Kim, a young orphan, teams up with magician Robert Merrill to find valuable items stolen from the Royal College of Wizards.
The adventures of Kim and Merrill continue in Magician’s Ward